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Abstract
Religious voters in the US have been noticed playing an important role in the victory of Donald
Trump in the 2016 US presidential election. This project is an attempt to using visualizations to
help find insights from this unprecedent event. Specifically, this project builds a web-based
visual analytics tool that loads up data from two political discussion groups, #p2 (progressive),
and #tcot (conservative), and provides interactions that allows social scientists to investigate the
data sets from different perspectives, in order to gain insights about interesting research
questions, such as where religious publics are located, how they interacted with each other on
Twitter, and what agenda were they trying to come up with.
This report serves as a description of the project, in terms of 1) the decisions behind the design
choices, 2) the data processing procedure,3) the implementation of the app, as well as 4) the
available functionality and usage of the app.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Social media has become an important part of our daily life. The influence of social media is
ubiquitous, including in politics. After Donald Trump’s victory in the 2016 US presidential
election, statistics indicated that white Christian voters contributed to this result dramatically.
Specifically, more than 80% of white evangelical Christians and over 60% white Catholics have
voted for Trump, while Hillary Clinton was supported by Hispanic Catholics, Jews and those
with no religion [1]. During the campaign, Twitter played an important role by Trump’s team for
publicity purposes and was used heavily by Donald Trump himself more than heavily.
These unprecedented phenomena raised a lot of questions for both politics researchers
and social scientists. Could social media help Trump secure the 65% margin of victory in the
battle for religious voters? If so, what role did social media play? And more importantly, how
religious groups have used Twitter to network with each other, and to create a religious agenda?
In this project, efforts were made to create a responsive web-based visual analytics
system that is able to help interested parties to investigate data streams as large as hundreds of
thousands of tweets. The data processing, design and implementation, as well as functionality
and usage of this tool are discussed in this report. The rest of this report is organized as follows:
In this Chapter, goals, requirements and main deliverables are introduced. Chapter 2 discusses
the specifications of the system, followed by a description of the data processing in Chapter 3.
Designs are discussed in Chapter 4, including system design, visualization design and UI design.
Implementation of the system is then discussed in Chapter 5, before it’s functionalities and usage
are introduced in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes this report and points out future work.

1.2 Goals
The goal of this project is to enable the investigation of streams of tweets to answer following
research questions by building a web-based visual analytics tool:
•

Q1: How prevalent were religious publics in these forums?

•

Q2: In what states were religious publics located in the US?

•

Q3: How organized were these religious publics network with each other?
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•

Q4: What are the leading sources of content linked to the desire of religious publics to
frame an agenda of issues?

1.3 Requirements
The requirements of this app in order to answer above questions include:
•

R1: Showing the temporal distribution and patterns of the tweeting activity in the stream
of interest at an appropriate granularity. (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4)

•

R2: Showing the spatial distribution of the tweeting activity at the state level or a lower
level. (Q2)

•

R3: Showing the composition of the participants of the discussion groups, in terms of
whether a participant is religious or not, absolutely and relatively. (Q1)

•

R4: Showing the interaction between the most influential individuals in the discussion
groups of interest. (Q3)

•

R5: Showing the leading URLs that appear in the steam of interest, in terms of the
frequency of appearance. (Q4)

1.4 Main Deliverables
The main deliverable of this project is a web-based visual analytics tool, which consists of
following components:
•

An interactive choropleth map of the states of the United States that shows the
geographical distribution of tweets that are posted in streams of interest in the current
data view. (R2)

•

An interactive timeline chart that shows the number of tweets that are posted in each day
of the investigated time range in the current data view. (R1)

•

An interactive pie chart that shows 1) the number of discussion participants in the streams
of interest who are considered religious Christians or considered not religious, and 2) the
relative prevalence of these religious users and non-religious users among the whole
participant pool, in the current data view. (R3)

•

A matrix graph that shows the top 20 participants in current data view and the mentioning
relationship between them. (R4)
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•

A cross filtering system that filters data across the charts and updates view accordingly,
either by location, using the interactive choropleth map, by time, using the interactive
timeline chart, by religion, using the interactive pie chart, or by mentioning, using the
matrix graph. (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5)

•

A data table that shows the user names of top 20 participants in the current data view, and
the number of tweets they posted. It updates with filters. (R3, R4)

•

A data table that shows the URLs that are mentioned most frequently in current data
view, and the number of appearances. It updates with filters. (R5)

1.5 Terminology
Here we list a series of terms that usually have different meanings in different contexts, or that
have meanings that are similar to but different from each other, in the hope of making the
description of the project as clear as possible. In the following discussion:
•

‘The app’ can be generally interpreted as the main deliverables. Sometimes it’s also
called ‘the tool’ or ‘this tool’.

•

‘The project’ means the overall effort, including data processing, system design, backend
development, frontend implementation and so on.

•

‘The visualization’ means one of the particular visualization graphs or charts in the app
according to the context, unless otherwise explicitly indicated.

•

‘The system’ means the organic whole that consists of the tool, which in turn consists of
the visualizations, the architecture that integrates them into one, and the data that drives
them.

•

‘The stream’ and ‘the feed’ are used interchangeably, representing the collection of
tweeting activities and the resulting data pool created by this collection of activities. It is
the main data of interest of this project.

•

‘The participant’ or ‘the individual’ means a Twitter user who posted tweets to the
stream of interest (by adding the corresponding hashtag in the tweet)

•

‘The user’ has two meanings that are clearly distinguishable based on the context. One
meaning is the same as the participant, while the other is the user of the app.

•

‘A data view’ is the snapshot of the visualizations. The app starts with a data view that
shows all data elements in the source, and updates data view according to user
7

interactions such as filtering. In some cases, ‘a view’ also means a visualization that
shows the data from a particular dimension’s point of view. This usage should be easily
recognized based on context.

Figure 1. Overview of the deliverable

2. Specifications
2.1 Motivations
Currently, conducting data analysis on social media is usually a tedious manual process. A lot of
overhead and repeated work has been done in order to investigate the data sets from different
perspectives. It is extremely time-consuming and inefficient, especially when complex queries
with different conditions for multiple attributes are needed to extract the subset of data items that
interest the investigator.
Interactive visualization provides a platform to accelerate this process tremendously. We believe
an interactive visual analytics tool would be a good candidate for a MS graduate project. By
building this app, we hope to validate the feasibility of investigating social media data sets using
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web-based visualizations. At the same time, this app can serve as a good foundation for future
projects of Computer Science graduate students.

2.2 Hardware
This app is web-based, so theoretically it supports any hardware that can run a modern web
browser on it. However, a modern laptop or desktop computer is recommended, for following
reasons:
1) this app is data-heavy and computation-heavy, and consumes a lot of memory;
2) this app requires a decent amount of screen pixels to be viewed comfortably.

2.3 Software
Any modern web browser, such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and Apple Safari, should
work in terms of running this app. The most recent version of Google Chrome is recommended
though, as this app is only tested on Google Chrome.
This app requires JavaScript to run, so the browser should not be set to disable
JavaScript.

3. Data Processing
The raw data used in this project is fetched from Tweet Archivist [2]. The focus was on two
political discussion groups - #p2 and #tcot. #p2 is a progressive political discussion forum, while
#tcot represents ‘Top Conservatives on Twitter’ and is a conservative group. The time range of
interest is 13 months, from February 2nd, 2016 to February 2nd, 2017. Since Tweet Archivist
only allows downloading of 50,000 tweets in each excel file, a series of files were first
downloaded manually, then converted to csv files and combined into one, with duplicates that
appeared in multiple files due to the limitation of the service removed in the meantime. In the
following discussion, we will use ‘the feed’ to describe either of #p2 or #tcot feed, as the same
process was applied to #p2 feed and #tcot feed.
The next step was to extract users from the feed. By counting the number of appearances
of all user names in the feed, we are able to not only know who was posting to the feed, but also
how many tweets each of them had posted. This allows us to extract a list of 'frequent users',
9

defined as users who posted no less than 50 tweets over the whole timespan, which we think is
reasonable based on the overall distribution of posting frequencies. The reason for handling
frequent users instead of the whole feed is twofold. Firstly, it reflects the reality better than using
the whole, filtering out noise and less representative users. Secondly, it makes subsequent data
processing much easier. Due to the limits of Twitter's official API, one is allowed to send only
900 queries per 15-minute window, and thus it is not feasible to query user profiles for all the
users in the feed, since there are more than 200 million users in each feed.
After fetching profiles of frequent users in the feed using Twitter’s official API, we
further process two fields in it. The first is ‘location’, which is user-generated description of
where he or she is based, and the second is ‘description’, which is a user-generated description of
himself or herself. For ‘location’, we send the location records to Google Map's geocoding
service and parse the returned result. In this way, we are able to know the state that the users who
provided valid location information live in (users who put things like ‘Earth’, ‘Somewhere’ in
their ‘location’ field are not helpful here).
Last but not least, we use the ‘description’ to find religious users and non-religious
users, by matching some manually picked, religion-related or anti-religion-related keywords in
their user profiles. See Appendix A for the full list of these keywords. We assume a user is
religious if any religion-related keyword appears in that user’s profile, and assume a user is nonreligious if any anti-religion-related keywords.
Now that we have tweet-to-user mapping in the tweet feed, as well as user-to-religion
mapping and user-to-location mapping from the user list, it is not hard to assign a location and a
religion to each tweet. This gives us the final feed used for visualization. Table 1 shows the list
of fields used in this project. Other fields from the original feed that are not used in this project
are omitted.
Table 1 Data fields used in this project
Fields
ID

Example
697829980521308160
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Fields

Example

User Name

wilytone

Time Stamp

2016-02-23T16:10:51

URL

http://lat.ms/1e78fUA

User Mentions

Marcorubio GOP

State

NJ

Religion

Non-religious

4. Design
4.1 System Design
This section talks about the low-level overall architecture of the system. The whole system is
discussed first, followed by the system of the client side.
4.1.1 MVC pattern
Although lightweight, the system can be considered to have been designed using the MVC
(Model-View-Controller) pattern. Figure 2 shows the system architecture.
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Figure 2 System architecture
The Model of the system is the data files containing the tweet stream with fields that we
are interested in. Design choices are made so that the data is not stored in a database but as a
plain CSV file. The advantage of this choice is in that it’s lightweight, it’s fast and
straightforward to be fetched and processed by D3.js, the library we used in this project to do
low-level drawing work for the visualizations. The file for #p2 is 128.1 MB, and the file for #tcot
is 211.9MB. Both fit in modern computers’ memory well.
The View of the system is the web page for the visualizations that users would see and
interact with (index.html). From the project’s point of view, this app only has this one single
View.
The Controller of the system is the JavaScript script running on the web page (script.js).
Although not working as a traditional controller component in a full-scale MVC architecture, it
serves like a bridge connecting View and Model, by loading the data and presenting it to the user
upon user interaction (e.g. clicking on the URL that links to this app) in the way the View is
configured (how the HTML is written). This makes the JavaScript script qualified as the
Controller in our system.
Note that, unlike usual cases, there are not multiple Views among which the Controller
would select one to show the users based on the specific action triggered, and there are not
multiple Controllers that are responsible for responding to different interaction signals from the
user.
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4.1.2 MVVM pattern
If we take a look only at the client side, the system is designed under a MVVM (Model-ViewViewModel) pattern. Figure 3 shows the client-side architecture.

Figure 3 Client-side architecture
The Model of this app is the data that is processed and stored in the memory on the client,
after being fetched from the server.
The Views of this app include the visualizations on the web page. Each individual
visualization is considered a View.
The ViewModel is trickier. It is the JavaScript code that controls the update of each
visualization upon user filtering. In general, a ViewModel is a bridge between the View and the
Model, by enabling two-way data binding to visual elements. In other words, it is built to serve
the View and bind the Model to it. In our case, for example, when a user clicks on Illinois on the
choropleth map (a View), the other states are grayed out, and ViewModel updates the Model
according, leaving only data items from Illinois, and updates the visual for all other
visualizations (other Views) based on the update of the Model.
In the actual implementation, Views and ViewModel are handled together, in the same
classes, as how visualizations are dealt with usually. For more details, see Chapter 5
Implementation.
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4.2 Visualization Design
This section discusses the design choices regarding the visual representations, focusing on the
reasons behind each choice, and how each visual representation technique satisfies the
requirements of this project.
4.2.1 Choropleth Map

Figure 4 Choropleth map (source: https://chinaamazing17.weebly.com/choropleth-map.html)
Since we would like to show the geospatial distribution of the tweets, and we are not able to get
access to lower-level location information, such as cities (too few users have city-level location
information in their profiles), or exact coordinates (after recent update on the privacy policy of
Twitter, tweet are posted without geo tags by default, unless a user explicitly does so), we
decided to map tweet locations at the state level. In order to visualize the accumulated counts for
each state, a choropleth map is an intuitive choice.
4.2.2 Line Chart
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Figure 5 Line chart (source: http://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/ballmer_peak.png)
There are many charts and graphs that show temporal variation of a variable. We choose a line
chart (Figure 5) over other candidates such as a bar chart (Figure 6) or an area chart (Figure 7)
for the following reasons:
•

Line charts are a good choice when dealing with continual independent variables, such as
time. It shows clearly how the dependent variable goes up and down as the independent
variable changes.

•

Bar charts might not be a terrible choice in our specific case, only because the analysis is
over a long period of time and thus the bars would be very thin and very close to each
other, preserving the sense of continuity that line charts provide. However, in general, it
is not a good choice for visualizing continuous variables. We decided not to use bar chart
to make the design is as generalizable as possible.

•

Area charts are line charts with the underlying area highlighted. They are more suitable
when the variable under investigation has something to do with the underlying area, or
when the underlying area is part of the analysis task in hand. In our case, an area chart
makes no sense.

Figure 6 Bar chart (source: https://www.aauw.org/2015/03/11/is-computing-just-for-men/)
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Figure 7Area chart

4.2.3 Pie Chart

Figure 8 Pie Chart (source: http://greenbookblog.org/2017/03/16/why-pie-charts-are-better-than-bar-charts/)
Pie charts (Figure 8) are the de facto choice when the goal is to compare the relative amount of
values of a categorical variable. Other charts might also serve the purpose, such as a stacked bar
chart, but a pie chart is more straightforward, and it is the familiarity of users of the app with pie
charts that makes them more appropriate.
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4.2.4 Matrix Graph

Figure 9 Matrix graph
In order to visualize the relationship between entities in a group (in our case the mentioning
between participants), usually either a node-link graph (Figure 10) or a matrix graph (Figure 9) is
used.
The node-link graph is more straightforward and intuitive for the users to quickly get a
grasp on the big picture of the relational patterns between entities in a group. It is easy to see the
overall connectivity inside the group, and if there are islands or cliques. However, node-link
graphs suffer heavily from visual clutter. They are only visually reliable when the number of
nodes and links in the graph are very small.
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Figure 10 Node-link graph
The matrix graph, on the other hand, is more scalable than the node-link graph, but less
popular and was not as straightforward and clear as the node-link graph in conveying the
information to users. Special care is made in the implementation phase so that users get used to
this graph faster. See Chapter 5 Implementation for details.
In our case, using a matrix graph is a better solution. Although currently the project
shows the interaction between the top 20 frequent users in a certain data view, the matrix graph
provides scalability to the app, as it could scale to a couple of dozens or even more than a
hundred nodes without any issue while a node-link graph would not work.
4.2.5 Data Table
We have two choices for visualizing a list of values, either using a bar chart (or row chart, which
is a horizontal bar chart, see Figure 11) or using a data table to list the values textually.

Figure 11 Row chart (source: http://www.swegler.com/becky/blog/2012/01/29/no-excuses-for-ugly-excel-charts/)
To show the leading URLs appearing in the stream, the data table is clearly the winner,
because the user would be interested in not only the frequency of appearance of the top 10 or top
20 URLs, but also the actual URLs, and preferably the content of the web pages to which the
URLs link. Therefore, the URLs should also take a decent amount of screen real estate, rather
than staying in a hovering tooltip or being a legend label, as they would be if a bar chart or row
chart was used. In this case, a data table that emphasizes both the URLs and their corresponding
frequency of appearance is the best choice.
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It is worth noting that between a vertical bar chart and a horizontal one (or row chart), a
horizontal bar chart is preferred as it serves all purposes a bar chart would do, as well as provide
the sense of ‘ranking’ from top to bottom at the same time.

4.3 User Interface Design
This app is designed to have a responsive layout that fits all components into one viewport. That
is, there are no scrolling bars, neither horizonal nor vertical. The layout resizes when viewport
size is changed. Figure 12 shows an overview of the User Interface layout.

Figure 12 User Interface layout
The UI is designed hierarchically. The outer-most level consists of two rows. The top row
(title, data count, state choropleth map and the two tables) takes up 75% of the viewport’s height,
while the bottom row (source selector, time line chart, religion pie chart and mention matrix)
takes up the rest 25%.
The top row consists of three columns, each taking up 7/16 (title and map), 3/16 (user
table), and 6/16 (URL table) of the viewport’s width, respectively. The bottom row contains four
columns side by side. Counting left to right, the first column has a fixed width of 150px (source
selector), the third and fourth columns’ width is the height plus 100px (pie chart and mention
matrix) each. This near-square layout makes sure the round pie chart and rectangular matrix fit in
the columns well. In the meantime, the second column uses whatever length that is left (temporal
chart). Because
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The left-most column of the top row has two rows. The first row has two columns, each
taking up 5/8 (app title) and 3/8 (data count) of the width of this row, while the second row is for
the map.

5. Implementation
5.1 Libraries
This project is web-based. It uses multiple JavaScript libraries and CSS libraries. Here we list the
JavaScript libraries used in this project include:
•

D3.js [3] (hereinafter referred to as ‘D3’) is a JavaScript library for “manipulating
documents based on data”. It has been broadly used in creating various information
visualizations. It provides capabilities of very low-level manipulation on the DOM
(Document Object Model), creating unlimited possibilities to represent data by drawing
in SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) on a web page.

In this project, version 3.5.17 is used. Version 3 is still the most widely used version, as
many other libraries depends on it (including dc.js we use in this project), because version 4
introduces extensive non-backward-compatible refactoring of the architecture, not to mention the
most recent version 5.
•

Crossfilter [4] is a JavaScript library for “exploring large multivariate datasets in the
browser”. Some advantages of Crossfilter include:
o Extremely fast interaction: it needs less than 30ms to update coordinated views
for datasets that have millions of records.
o Coordinated views: it allows to filter data based on one dimension (attribute) and
the filtering reflected on all dimensions.
o In-memory manipulation: Crossfilter is very lightweight, data is stored in memory
and does not allow any server-side work to be done, neither does a database.

In this project, version 1.4.6 is used. Since the maintenance and development of the original
Crossfilter was suspended at version 1.3.12, a new community-contributed fork has been under
active development. The latest version of the community fork, v1.4.6, is selected over the stable
version 1.3.12 because of one of the most pivotal new features, which is the support of
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dimensions for array keys. Before this feature, records that have array attributes had to be
flattened before fed to a crossfilter, which increased the size of the data, and made counting
require custom grouping functions (more on dimensions and groupings in Section 5.3.1). Since
the ‘mention’ attribute in our dataset contains an array of user names, version 1.4.6 is used.
•

dc.js [5] (hereinafter referred to as “DC”) is a JavaScript visualization library that shines
in its native Crossfilter support. It is built on top of D3.js and Crossfilter, increasing the
development efficiency by dealing with low-level implementation details of D3.js and
Crossfilter. The advantages of dc.js include, but not limited to:
o It is easy to use. dc.js provides many popular built-in charts and graphs that
satisfy most daily use cases, including bar charts, heat maps, choropleth maps,
scatter plots, and so on. A full list of dc.js classes can be found in Appendix B.
o It is extendable. Although dc.js has many built-in charts and graphs, there is still
time when the provided charts are not meeting a user’s needs. In this case, users
can easily write his or her own charts on top of existing ones. For example, one
very popular community-created dc extension is dc.leaflet.js, which provides
leaflet marker chart and leaflet choropleth chart, which are built on top of base
chart and leaflet chart, and color chart and leaflet chart, respectively.
o It is well documented. Not only the use of each class is thoroughly documented
with plenty of examples, but also the relationships between them. It uses “Mixins”
to work around the limitation of JavaScript not allowing multiple inheritance. See
Appendix B to see the dependencies between each class.

Version 2.1.10 is used in this project, which is the latest 2.x version. Version 3.0.0 is on its
beta right now.1
•

Reductio [6] is a library for generating custom Crossfilter reduce functions for Crossfilter
groups. It provides an efficient and reliable solution to use more complex aggregations
with Crossfilter. For example, to aggregate a group using group average, minimum or
maximum is conceptually easy and practically important, but lacking in Crossfilter.

The latest release, version 0.6.3, is used in this project.

1

By the time this report is submitted, version 3.0.0 has been released (April 28, 2018). It requires D3 v4.
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5.2 Model Loading
As discussed in Section 5.1.2, Model of this app is the data loaded and processed from a CSV
file and stored in memory. In our implementation, the CSV file is loaded into memory using
D3’s d3.csv() function as soon as the page is loaded.
Also registered in d3.csv() function are a process function, row(), that will be used to
process data in the CSV file before loading into the memory, as well as a callback function,
initialize(), that executes once the CSV file is loaded. row(), does the following processing:

1. Extracting date (Date) from time stamp (String);
2. Converting user mention (String) to an Array of mentioning;
3. Converting state abbreviation (String) to upper case;
4. Keeping all other necessary attributes untouched;
5. Ignoring unnecessary attributes that we are not using.
initialize(), which is the main function of the app, will kick in once the data is

loaded, and builds a crossfilter instance. A crossfilter represents the multi-dimensional
dataset in a way that makes the manipulation of the dimensions possible.
The rest of initialize() initializes the default view of the visualizations, which will be
discussed in the following section.

5.3 View Initialization and ViewModel Registration
There are five main visualizations in this app, as well as a tiny widget. In this section, we explain
the implementation of these things, and how they relate to the data Model. The discussion of the
available actions users can make on these visualizations are discussed in next chapter.
The main body of initialize() function consists of seven functions, they are used to
load the dataCount display, geoChoroplethMap choropleth map, lineChart timeline,
pieChart religion distribution chart, dataTable top user list, dataTable leading URL table, and
heatMap mention matrix, respectively.

Before digging into the implementation details, it is worth mentioning of the mechanism
behind crossfilter and dc.js first.
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5.3.1 Crossfilter dimensions and groups
There are two critical concepts in Crossfilter, namely dimension and group. Dimension is
basically a point of view to investigate the data. Take our case as an example, when we are
interested in the temporal distribution of the data, we focus on the dimension of the ‘date’
attribute, and when we are interested in the prevalence of religious users, we focus on the
dimension of the ‘religion’ attribute.
A group belongs to a dimension. The grouping function decides how elements in this
dimension should be grouped into bins, and how the groups’ ‘accumulation’ should be
calculated. A grouping function can be as simple as the identity function, meaning only the same
value goes into the same bin, and as complex as accumulating by the sum of other attributes (for
example, grouping by payment type, and summing by payment amount). Crossfilter users can
either use the provided grouping functions, or to write their own map-reduce functions for the
group (or use a library to do so, such as Reductio).
5.3.2 General dc.js workflow
Creating a dc chart or widget is a multi-step task:
•

Construct a new instance of the chart or widget class and bind it to a DOM element;

•

Assign a dimension and a grouping function to the instance;

•

Optionally configure other dc properties such as how to order elements and how to access
keys and/or values for each element;

•

Set for that chart or widget other D3-related properties if necessary, such as width,
height, projection, domain and scale, etc.

The following discussion will be based on this multi-step workflow, while in actual
implementation, they are not necessarily in this exact order.
5.3.3 dataCount
A data count widget is designed to show the number of records displayed in current view, as well
as the total number of records in the dataset. This widget looks for child elements with .totalcount and .filter-count class inside the DOM elements at which this widget sits, before

updating the text content for them and displaying the total count and the filtered count
respectively.
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dataCount is a special case in terms of the workflow. It does not require a dimension to

be set, instead it uses the crossfilter instance itself as its dimension. And it groups each
individual element into a different bin, using the convenience function of groupAll(). See Code
1 below.
function loadCount(cf) {
let all = cf.groupAll();
dataCount = dc.dataCount('#data-count');
dataCount
.dimension(cf)
.group(all);
dataCount.render();
}

Code 1. Loading data count

5.3.4 geoChoroplethMap
A geo choropleth chart is used to create choropleth map from a GeoJson data that is driven by
Crossfilter.
The dimension of this chart is the ‘state’ attribute, and it is grouped by the count of each state.
One special consideration is made in order to make sure we only include the elements that have a
‘state’ attribute. A fake group is created on top of countByState group, called
countByStateOnly, by adding a filter to countByState group to remove the unwanted

elements. This is to make sure when assigning colors to states, the count of elements that have no
geo information does not count.
The properties set to this geoChoroplethChart instance include the regular properties
for a D3 choropleth map, including a projection and a GeoJson file for the states, as well as
regular dc properties such as width and height.
Other details worth mentioning include:
•

Colors are assigned using a linear scale, from the minimum value mapping to lowColor
(#f9f9f9), to the maximum value mapping to highColor (#bc2a66).

•

overlayGeoJson()is for matching the states in the GeoJson file to the state attribute in

the dataset.
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•

prerender() and preRedraw() callbacks are registered so that the coloring updates

when data view updates (i.e. the highest count in current view is always mapping to
highColor).

For more details, see Code 2 below.
function loadMap(cf) {
stateDim = cf.dimension(function (d) { return d.state; });
countByState = stateDim.group();
let keepStateOnly = function (group) {
return {
all: function () {
return group.all().filter(function (d) {
return d.key !== "";
})
}
}
};
// get rid of tweets that has no geo
let countByStateOnly = keepStateOnly(countByState);
let margin = {top: 10, left: 10, bottom: 10, right: 10},
lowColor = '#f9f9f9',
highColor = '#bc2a66';
let projection = d3.geo.albersUsa()
.scale(width)
.translate([width / 2, height / 2]);
d3.json('static/json/us-states.json', function (data) {
mapChart = dc.geoChoroplethChart('#map')
.dimension(stateDim)
.group(countByStateOnly)
.projection(projection)
.width(width)
.height(height)
.colors(d3.scale.linear().range([lowColor, highColor]))
.controlsUseVisibility(true)
.overlayGeoJson(data.features, 'states', function (d) {
return abbreviation[d.properties.name];
});
mapChart.on("preRender", function (chart) {
chart.colorDomain(d3.extent(chart.data(), chart.valueAccessor()));
});
mapChart.on("preRedraw", function (chart) {
chart.colorDomain(d3.extent(chart.data(), chart.valueAccessor()));
});
mapChart.render();
console.log('loaded map');
});
}

Code 2. Loading state map
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5.3.5 lineChart
There is not much to say about creating the timeline chart. The dimension in this case is the
‘date’ attribute, and they are grouped by the default identity function, meaning each day is a bin.
The x axis is set to map the domain of [minimum date, maximum date] to the two ends of the
chart, and y axis is configured to be elastic, meaning it updates as the data view updates, always
making sure the vertical space is optimized. See Appendix C for this part of code.
5.3.6 pieChart
The dimension of the pie chart that shows the prevalence of religious public is simply the
‘religion’ attribute, while grouping is more complex. Since each element in our dataset is a tweet
rather than a user, in order to show the percentage of religious public in the whole pool, rather
than that of tweets posted by religious public, a reducer is applied to the trivial group, which
separates each tweet into three bins by whether it was posted by religious user, by non-religious
user, or by other user. By only counting the first occurrence of each unique ‘name’ attribute
within each bin (see reducer in Code 3), this reducer enables us to do a head count in the
dataset. Other manipulations include:
•

Set label and title to human readable text

•

Make sure the chart uses the unique count for rendering (valueAccessor())

•

Order the three slices by ‘religious’, ‘non-religious’ and ‘others’ (ordering())

function loadReligionByUserChart(reliDim) {
reliDim = cf.dimension(function (d) { return d.rel; });
userCountByReli = reliDim.group();
let reducer = reductio()
.exception(function (d) { return d.name })
.exceptionCount(true);
reducer(userCountByReli);
reliByUserChart = dc.pieChart('#reli-by-user-chart');
reliByUserChart
.width(width)
.height(height)
.dimension(reliDim)
.group(userCountByReli)
.valueAccessor(function (p) {
return p.value.exceptionCount;
})
.controlsUseVisibility(true)
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.renderLabel(true)
.label(function (p) {
return p.key === '' ? 'N/A' : p.key === 'R' ? 'Religious' : 'Non-religious';
})
.title(function (p) {
return (p.key === '' ? 'N/A' : p.key === 'R' ? 'Religious' : 'Non-religious') +
': ' + p.value.exceptionCount;
})
.ordering(function (p) {
switch (p.key) {
case 'R': return 0;
case 'N': return 1;
case '': return 2;
}
})
.ordinalColors(MY_COLORS);
reliByUserChart.render();
}

Code 3 Loading religion pie chart

5.3.7 dataTable
We have two data tables in the app. One is for showing the top users and their posting counts,
and the other is for displaying the leading URLs in the tweets and their frequencies of
occurrence. This section describes the implementation of the leading URL table. For the code for
loading the top user table, which is similar, see Appendix D.
The dimension used to fill the URL table is the ‘URL’ attribute, which contains the URL a tweet
is pointing to, when applicable. The non-trivial components of dataTable include:
•

The argument passed to the dimension()method should be the group (in this case
countByUrl), rather than the dimension (urlDim).

•

group() method is for grouping the table rows to different sections.

•

columns() is used to specify what are the columns and what to display in each of them.

See Code 4 below.
function loadTopUrlTable(cf) {
urlDim = cf.dimension(function (d) { return d.url; });
countByUrl = urlDim.group();
urlTable = dc.dataTable('#url-table')
.width(width)
.height(height)
.dimension(countByUrl)
.group(function(d) { return "group 1" })
.showGroups(false)
.columns([
{
label: "URL",
format: function (d) {
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return '<a href=' + d.key + '>' + d.key + '</a>';
}
},
{
label: "Count",
format: function (d) {
return d.value;
}
}
])
.size(20)
.beginSlice(1) // got rid of empty url
.order(d3.descending);
urlTable.render();
}

Code 4 Loading leading URL table

5.3.8 heatMap
In this project, we use dc.js’s heatMap to implement mention matrix. dc.js does not have native
support for matrix, but heatMap class has an internal grid system that can be used to align cells,
and therefore a good alternative solution for implementing, 2D-array-like structures. Figure 13
shows an example of heatMap visualizing results of Michelson-Morley experiment, where each
row is an experiment, and each column is a run.

Figure 13 heatmap example (source: https://dc-js.github.io/dc.js/examples/heat.html)
Ideally, the heatMap should be implemented using a 2D dimension, in order to track the
(‘mentioner’, ‘mentionee’) relationship, but after extensive experiment, we found that for a
dataset that is as large as our case, building tuple-based dimension is impossible without slowing
down the initial loading process to be around 15 minutes, which is unacceptable.
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Considering that the dimensions are primarily for filtering purposes, and we have no plan
to support filtering on this chart, we use ‘user’ attribute as a ‘fake’ dimension for this chart (so
that it still changes accordingly when filters on other charts are applied and ‘users’ in the current
data view change).
Because this visualization is to give an overview of the interaction pattern between the
top 20 users in the current view, the labels on the axes are removed, and the callback events upon
clicking mouse on any label or cell to update filters are also nullified. What kept is the hovering
interaction, so that users know what each cell represents. For more details, see Section 6.6.
Special care is made to create custom reduce functions so that crossfilter keeps track of
the (‘mentioner’, ‘mentionee’) relationship. mentionAdd(), mentionRemove() and
mentionInit() are telling crossfilter to do the following, using Alice mentions Bob and John in

a tweet as example:
•

mentionInit(): initiate Alice’s value: { number: 0, mention: {} }

•

mentionAdd(): when this tweet is added into the current data view, increment Alice’s

mentioning of Bob and John by one: { number: x+2, mention: { Bob: y+1, John: z+1 }
•

mentionRemove(): when this tweet is removed from the current data view, decrement

Alice’s mentioning of Bob and John by one: { number: x-2, mention: Bob: y-1, John: z1 }, and if the value reaches 0, delete that guy from the ‘mention’ dictionary.
Other functions in Code 5 below that are with significance:
•

keepTopN() is to create a ‘fake’ group on top of the mentionGroup to keep only the

relationships in which both the mentioner and the mentionee are the top N users in the
current filter.
•

keyAccessor() and valueAccessor() is to specify how to what attributes to use to lay

the columns and the rows.
•

pretransition callback is to detach the axes.

•

boxOnClick, xAxisOnClick and yAxisOnClick callbacks are set to empty functions to

remove clicking interactions.
function loadMentionMatrix(userDim) {
let mentionAdd = function (p, v) {
p.number++;
v.mention.forEach(function (e) {
if (e !== "") {
if (e in p.mention) {
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p.mention[e] += 1;
}
else {
p.mention[e] = 1;
}
}
});
return p;
};
let mentionRemove = function (p, v) {
p.number--;
v.mention.forEach(function (e) {
if (e !== "") {
if (e in p.mention) {
p.mention[e] -= 1;
if (p.mention[e] === 0) {
delete p.mention[e];
}
}
else {
console.log('should not be here');
}
}
});
return p;
};
let mentionInit = function () {
return {
number: 0,
mention: {}
};
};
let mentionGroup = userDim.group()
.reduce(mentionAdd, mentionRemove, mentionInit)
.order(function (p) {
return p.number;
});
let keepTopN = function (group, n) {
return {
all: function () {
let topUsers = group.top(n);
let names = _.map(topUsers, function (v) {
return v.key;
});
let data = [];
for (let i = 0; i < n; i++) {
for (let j = 0; j < n; j++) {
let number = 0;
if (names[j] in topUsers[i].value.mention) {
number = topUsers[i].value.mention[names[j]];
}
data.push({
name: names[i],
mention: names[j],
number: number
})
}
}
return data;
}
}
};
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let topMentionGroup = keepTopN(mentionGroup, 20);
let lowColor = '#f9f9f9',
highColor = '#bc2a66';
mentionMatrix = dc.heatMap('#mention-matrix')
.width(width)
.height(height)
.dimension(userDim)
.group(topMentionGroup)
.keyAccessor(function (d) { return d.name; })
.valueAccessor(function (d) { return d.mention; })
.colorAccessor(function(d) { return d.number; })
.yBorderRadius(4)
.xBorderRadius(4)
.margins({top: 0, right: 0, bottom: 0, left: 0})
.title(function (d) {
return 'User:
' + d.name + '\n' +
'Mentions: ' + d.mention + '\n' +
'Time:
' + d.number;
})
.colors(d3.scale.linear().range([d3.rgb(lowColor), d3.rgb(highColor)]))
mentionMatrix.on("preRender", function (chart) {
chart.calculateColorDomain();
});
mentionMatrix.on("preRedraw", function (chart) {
chart.calculateColorDomain();
});
mentionMatrix.on("pretransition", function (chart) {
$mentionMatrixAxis = $mentionMatrix.find("svg g.axis").detach();
});
mentionMatrix
.boxOnClick(function (d) {})
.xAxisOnClick(function (d) {})
.yAxisOnClick(function (d) {});
mentionMatrix.render();
}

Code 5 Loading mention matrix

5.4 Web Page
As discussed in Section 5.3, the UI layout is grid-based. The library used for this purpose is
Semantic UI [7]. The grid system of Semantic UI is more suitable for our purpose than the
widely used Bootstrap [8] library, because it layouts the components in a more compact way,
therefore ensures the app has a high data-ink ratio, improving overall readability and usability.
In general, the proportional widths of rows are implemented in HTML, applying
Semantic UI’s CSS rules, while the fixed or arbitrary widths and all heights are specified in
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JavaScript. The HTML implementation of the layout is showed below, in Code 5, with the actual
contents within the inner most divs removed.
<div class="ui internally celled grid" id="entire-page">
<div class="row" id="top-row">
<!-- top row, 1st of 3 columns. contains title, data count and map -->
<div class="seven wide column" id="top-left-column">
<!-- title row -->
<div class="ui grid" id="top-left-top-row">
<div class="ten wide column" id="title-div">
<div class="title" id="title"></div>
</div>
<div class="six wide column" id="data-count-div">
<div class="dc-data-count" id="data-count"></div>
</div>
</div><!-- end of title row -->
<!-- map row -->
<div class="ui grid" id="top-left-bottom-row">
<div class="sixteen wide column" id="map-div">
<div id="map" class="dc-chart"></div>
</div>
</div><!-- end of map row -->
</div>
<!-- top row, 2nd of 3 columns. contains user table -->
<div class="three wide column" id="top-middle-column">
<div class="ui grid" id="top-middle-only-row">
<div class="sixteen wide column" id="user-table-div"></div>
</div>
</div>
<!-- top row, 3rd of 3 columns. contains URL table -->
<div class="six wide column" id="top-right-column">
<div class="sixteen wide column" id="url-table-div"></div>
</div>
</div>
<div class="row" id="bottom-row">
<!-- Source filter -->
<div class="column" id="source-filter-div"></div>
<!-- Time Chart -->
<div class="column" id="time-chart-div"></div>
<!-- Religion Chart -->
<div class="column" id="reli-by-user-chart-div"></div>
<!-- Mention Matrix -->
<div class="column" id="mention-matrix-div"></div>
</div>
</div>

Code 5 HTML layout
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6. Functionality and Usage
In this section, we list the interactions users can make with the app.

6.1 State Choropleth Map

Figure 14 State choropleth map
This map shows the relative tweet counts in each state in a linear color scale. Supported mouse
interactions are as below:
•

Hovering on any state
o When: anytime
§

Event: a tooltip shows the actual tweets count for the hovered state in the
current data view

•

Clicking on any state
o When: no filter is applied
§

•

Event: apply filter to include only clicked state

Clicking on a currently filtered state
o When: only this state is showed
§

Event: reset filter to include all states
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o When: multiple states are showed
§
•

Event: remove clicked states from the current filter

Clicking on a currently not filtered state
o When: not all states are being showed
§

Event: add clicked state to the current filter

When the app is not showing all states, displayed next to the chart title are the states in the
current filter, along with a ‘reset’ button. Clicking on the ‘reset’ button will reset filter to include
all states.

6.2 Top User Table and Leading URL Table

Figure 15 Top user table and leading URL table
Top user table shows the top 100 users in terms of posting frequency. When there are fewer than
100 users in the current data view, an actual number of users are displayed. Similarly, leading
URL table shows the top 100 leading URLs in the tweet steam, in terms of times of being
referred.
Both of these two tables are paginated, and have the same set of interactions as below:
•

Clicking on ‘next’ button
o When: not showing the last page
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§
•

Event: show next page

Clicking on ‘previous’ button
o When: not showing the first page
§

Event: show previous page

•
When the first page is displayed, ‘previous’ button is disable. Likewise, ‘next’ button is disabled
when the last page is showed. Last but not least, the currently showed range is displayed at the
bottom of the table for users’ reference.

6.3 Source Selector

Figure 16 Source selector
The source selector is used to switch between the two available data sources: #p2 and #tcot. It
supports two mouse interactions:
•

Clicking on ‘#tcot’ button
o When: showing #p2 dataset
§

Event: load #tcot dataset (if necessary), replace #p2 dataset with #tcot
dataset

•

Clicking on ‘#p2’ button
o When: showing #tcot dataset
§

Event: show #p2 dataset, replacing #tcot dataset

Clicking on the data source that is currently under investigation will not trigger any event.
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6.4 Time Line Chart

Figure 17 Time line chart
This visualization shows the variation on the number of tweets posted every day. Following
mouse interactions are supported in this chart:
•

Brushing on the chart
o When: no filter is applied
§

Event: create a range filter covering the dates that are brushed

o When: range filter is applied
§
•

Event: replace the current filter with the newly brushed one

Dragging on one side of the currently filtered date window
o When: a range filter is applied
§

•

Event: expand or shrink the current filter

Dragging inside the currently filtered date window
o When: a range filter is applied
§

Event: move the current filter to another date range while keeping the size
of the window

Currently filtered starting date and ending date are displayed next to the chart title when we are
not showing the whole range. Next to it is the ‘reset’ button. Clicking on the ‘reset’ button will
reset filter to include all dates.
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6.5 Religion Pie Chart

Figure 18 Religion pie chart
This pie chart shows the composition of the participants, in terms of whether they are religious,
non-religious, or religion status unavailable. Supported mouse interactions of the pie chart
include:
•

Hovering on any religion status
o When: anytime
§

Event: a tooltip shows the actual head count of the hovered religion status
in the current data view

•

Clicking on any religion status
o When: no filter is applied
§

•

Event: apply filter to include only clicked religion status

Clicking on a currently filtered religion status
o When: only this state is showed
§

Event: reset filter to include all religion statuses

o When: multiple religion statuses are showed
§
•

Event: remove clicked religion status from the current filter

Clicking on a currently not filtered religion status
o When: not all religion statues are being showed
§

Event: add clicked religion status to the current filter

When a filter is applied on this dimension, displayed next to the chart title are the religion
statuses in the current filter, along with a ‘reset’ button. Clicking on the ‘reset’ button will reset
filter to include all religion status.
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Clicking on the rectangular legend icons do the same.

6.6 Mention Matrix

Figure 19 Metion matrix
This visualization shows the mentioning frequency between the top 20 individuals in the current
data view. If there are fewer than 20 individuals in the current data view, all of them will be
included in this visualization. The mention matrix supports only one mouse interaction:
•

Hovering on any cell
o When: anytime
§

Event: a tooltip shows the ‘mentioner’ ID and the ‘mentionee’ ID whom
this cell is representing, as well as actual number of mentions between
them

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this report, we have discussed the background and motivations of this project, as well as the
design decisions and trade-offs made in the process. Also described are data processing,
implementation details and scope of usage of the app. The current status of this project satisfies
users’ general demand of investigating data sets of religious Twitter user groups, but the app still
has much space for improvement.
First of all, it could allow users to load local CSV files, as long as the fields are in the
format this app recognizes. This would increase the use case pool of this app a lot more. An even
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better upgrade is to semi-automatically parsing data files, but that would require significantly
more work and should probably be standalone project by itself.
Secondly, hashtags are also important elements of a social media posting. If some kind of
word cloud for hashtags could be included in this app, it would be a nice addition.
Last but not least, if users were able to view the content of a tweet, or to view the content
or title of the URLs without leaving the app, it would be a helpful resource in their investigation.
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Appendix
A: Lists of religious keywords and list of anti-religious keywords
Religious Keywords

Anti-religious
Keywords

Christian

Catholic

Roman

Religious

God

Faith and Reason

Catholic
Joshua

CORINTHIANS

Israel

Christ

Lord

#Reason

Savior

Pro-Life

Hell

Evangelist

Theological

#Science

Religious Freedom

Jesus Christ

Gospel

Ephesians

Protestant

Agnostic Skeptic

Protestant Christian

ISLAM

Anglican

Sinner

Grace

Heathen

Conservative

BanIslam

God-fearing

Judeo-

Catholicism

secularist

Christian

Christian

Jesus Love

DefundPP

Orthodox

#Sinner

#Saint

humanist

Follower of Christ

Father

Lord Jesus

Bible

Prolifer

Atheist

Conservative

Christ

Tea Party

Skeptic

Christian

Follower

Christ
ChristFollower

Pro God

Genesis

Exodus

Leviticus

Numbers

Deuteronomy

Freethinker

Joshua

Judges

Ruth

1 Samuel

2 Samuel

Scientist

1 Kings

2 Kings

3 Kings

4 Kings

1 Chronicles

SecularFriend

2 Chronicles

Ezra

Nehemiah

Esther

Job

tree hugger

Psalms

Proverbs

Ecclesiastes

Song of

Canticles

#Atheist

Solomon
Isaiah

Jeremiah

Lamentations

Ezekiel

Daniel

Hosea

Joel

Amos

Obadiah

Jonah

Micah

Nahum

Habakkuk

Zephaniah

Haggai

Zechariah

Malachi

Matthew

Mark

Luke

John

Acts

Romans

1 Corinthians

2 Corinthians

Galatians

Ephesians

Philippians

Colossians

1
Thessalonians

2 Thessalonians

1 Timothy

2 Timothy

Titus

Philemon

Hebrews

James

1 Peter

2 Peter

1 John

2 John

3 John

Jude

Revelation
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B: dc.js class diagram

C: Code: Loading timeline
function loadTimeChart(data, cf) {
timeDim = cf.dimension(function (d) { return d.time; });
countByTime = timeDim.group();
timeChart = dc.lineChart('#time-chart');
let x = d3.time.scale()
.domain([d3.min(data, function (d) { return d.time; }), d3.max(data, function (d)
{ return d.time; })])
.nice(d3.time.week);
timeChart
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.width(width)
.height(height)
.dimension(timeDim)
.group(countByTime)
.controlsUseVisibility(true)
.x(x)
.elasticY(true)
.margins({top: 10, right: 50, bottom: 20, left: 50});
timeChart.xAxis().ticks(2);
timeChart.yAxis().ticks(4);
timeChart.render();
}

D: Code: Loading top user table
unction loadTopUserTable(userDim) {
countByUser = userDim.group();
userTable = dc.dataTable('#user-table');
userTable
.width(width)
.height(height)
.dimension(countByUser)
.group(function(d) { return "group 1" })
.showGroups(false)
.columns([
{
label: "Name",
format: function (d) {
return d.key;
}
},
{
label: "Count",
format: function (d) {
return d.value;
}
}
])
.size(20)
.order(d3.descending);
userTable.render();
}
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